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Preliminary analysis of valuation reports by committee of experts 

(for the period from Oct.2020 to Sept.2021) 

 

Asset Class:Land & Building 

While analyzing valuation reports  following observations/suggestions are revealed: 

1. Conflict of interest not mentioned in the report. it must be a part of valuation report 

2. Date of appointment need to be mentioned  

3.  Extent of investigation to be mentioned 

4.  Replacement cost, depreciation ,percentage to be mentioned in the report cleraly. Should be 

clearly mentioned in the report 

5.  The method adopted for depreciation shall be mentioned in the report 

6.  The liquidation value mentioned is only in figures. It should be both in figures and words. 

7. Loading of 3% but why was this done is not made clear. If any change is there, it has to have a 

logic as per the IVS.  

 

 

Asset Class:Plant & Machinery 

1. Page no.must be uniquely done. Any page may be changed after the hard copy is submitted. It is 

better that all pages are serially numbered. 

2. In assumptions , it is written that the assets are valued in-situ. Where as these are for 

liquidation. Under liquidation assets are to be valued Ex-situ. 

3. Certain value of obsolescence taken. Why was the figure taken is not mentioned. 

4. Value for criminal litigation does not fall in the scope of valuation. 

5. Impairment value is not required. 

6. Depreciation must be taken as per company law for accounting purposes. 

7. Detailed explanations required for approaches/methods adopted. 

8. Caveats & disclaimers must be as per IBBI’s suggested list. 

9. Full IBBI registration no. must be mentioned in the reports 

10. There has to be clearly mentioned for what is the report use for and no other purpose. 



 
 

 

Asset Class: Securities or Financial Assets 

 

1. Most of the Valuers have not defined the scope of their work in length. A good description of 

their scope gives a clarity to reader/user of report about the boundary in which the valuer has  

performed his duties. Purpose of work and Scope of work are interchangeable where as both 

are different. 

2. IVS 101 has to be understand while drafting valuation report. A length explanation is required 

under this head in valuation report. 

3. ‘Intended use’ must be explained in the valuation report. 

4. The Approaches and Methods are to be explained well. The reason why particular approach is 

not used / used is also to be explained with logic. 

5. Valuers has taken up this point in brief. They have mentioned about the Key input used by them 

in their valuation report. In almost all the reports the inputs used has been mentioned which 

gives a clear picture in user of report to understand the sources used to execute the assignment 

and value determination. Valuers have not properly explained the logic behind the assumptions 

made by them, the basis of Value and Premise is in some reports were mentioned where as 

clear basis of value and premises was not discussed properly.  

6. Logic or the thought process behind the assumptions made by the valuers was not explained. 

7. Assumptions, Bases of Value and Premise must be discussed .Almost all the valuers have 

concluded their report and provided executive summary/ conclusion. The only point to mention 

here is that the value apart from figure should be expressed in words as well. 

8. All the three dates (Date of Appointment, Date of Valuation and Date of Signing the report) was 

properly mentioned in the report in all the reports. We also observed that there was reasonable 

gap as well between them 

9. There are certain requirements of Section 247(b) of The Companies Act 2013. We as expert have 

also tried to cover while performing PEER Review- 

10. Valuer must be FIT (Fair Impartial and Truth) – The Valuers were eligible although if COP no. 

would also be compulsory, reader/user of report can identify if the valuer can sign the report 

and he is fit, regarding impartial and truth we are not in position to comment on the integrity 

although we have not observed any point where it gives and impression that valuer is partial or 

false. 

11. Disclosure of Non Interest – The Valuers have properly disclosed about their non interest/ 

relation with client. 



 
 

12. Due Diligence- The Valuers must understand that they have a responsibility to perform due 

diligence to some extent. We understand that valuer is not auditor or forensic but to some 

extent Due Diligence has to be performed. In few reports of SFA it was observed that Valuers 

have specifically mentioned that they have not performed any due diligence as it was beyond 

their scope. Section 247(b) specifically covers it and merely writing will defeat the intention of 

the statute. 

13. The Valuers must work on content of their report. We have observed that the quality of Content 

was lacking. There are few points which require to be focused upon while drafting report: 

14. The Report must be descriptive. It must describe the asset which being valued in length. 

15. About the Company and About the Industry must also be mentioned so that reader can 

understand the reasons of perpetual growth rate, performance of company over industry. 

16.  By reading the report it gives an impression that valuers are more focused on describing the 

limitations or limiting their responsibilities. The major portion of report is dedicated to their 

limitations where as IBBI has specifically issued guidelines in this reference. The focus of valuers 

must be more on the asset, bases, premise methods company rather a disclaimer report. Report 

must not be a disclaimer report as it will not serve the purpose. 

17. IBBI has issued guidelines on Caveat Limitation and Disclosure. A very well drafted and also the 

intention was very clear. The Valuer has to work within the ambit of CLDs and can make an 

exception unless they have reason.  

18. It has been observed that Valuers are still not using or incorporating CLDs issued by IBBI 

properly any deviation beyond the CLDs must be explained with reason/ justification.  

19. The Valuers have explained the Approaches and Models in detail but there were some 

conceptual errors like: 

 Risk Free Rate has to be taken up according to Government Bond 

 Provisional balance sheet balances (Cash/ Loan) must be adjusted in PV of FCFF. 

 Growth rate must be taken according to the industrial growth and GDP. Growth rate of 

1 %  seems low as compared to India’s GDP growth or Industry growth. 

 Company Specific Risk Premium is used by the Valuer. 

 Valuers must apply ratio analysis on projections provided by client to test the sensibility 

of projections. 

 It seems like valuer is confused with pre money and post money concept. The valuer is 

required to mention if the valuation is based on pre money or post money. 

20. As compared to last year the quality of report has raised but still CLD’s has to be followed, IVS 

103 has to be follow along with  writing detail on the company profile, about the industry and 

the asset to be valued. 

21. Assumptions, bases of value and premise used in valuation must be briefly explained. 

22. Appropriate weights/ Selection of Approach must be appropriate.  

23. Valuers are required to work on content. 



 
 

24. COP number missing in reports 

25. Due Diligence cannot ignored. 

26. Provisional figured (cash/outstanding loan) must be adjusted for arriving fair value on valuation 

date. 

27. Rf, Rm, Beta, Growth must be appropriate. The selections must come from Govt Bond yield, 

industry norms, peer companies or GDP and proper explanation in using the factors must be 

mentioned.  

28. Page No missing, A report must have page no. so in case of any page is missing or series gets 

disturbed the user must know. 

29. Relevant Valuation Standards must be mentioned and explained.  

30. Report must be systematic and written in a plan manner so that the plot can be placed and easy 

to understand. 

31. Scope of work must not be confused with purpose of valuation. A brief engagement terms must 

be included in report. 

32. Use of Report and Restriction on use of report must be clearly mentioned. 

33. Where number is arrived it must be accompanied in words as well. 

34. It must be specifically mentioned if the valuer has used work of any expert/valuer. It was missing 

in many cases. 

 

 

 


